Medical Staff Administration

APPLICATION PROCESSING FEE SCHEDULE
(Includes both Licensed Independent Practitioners and Allied Health Professionals)

INITIAL CREDENTIALING APPLICATIONS
(All LLU Related Facilities, except for Murrieta)
• $800 1st facility
• $200 each additional facility

MURRIETA INITIAL CREDENTIALING APPLICATIONS
(If currently on staff at a LLU Related Facility)
• $200 - Paid to LLUMC Medical Staff
• $600 - Paid to Murrieta Medical Staff

RECRECREDENTIALING APPLICATIONS
• $200 1st facility
• $100 each additional facility
*Fine for Late Reappointment Application $10/working day*

REINSTATEMENT FEE SUSPENSIONS
• $25 for Suspensions for expired license or expired malpractice insurance

Examples:
Initial Credentialing: UHC ($800) + LLUMC ($200) + BMC ($200) + LLUCH ($200) = $1400
Recredentialing: UHC ($200) + LLUMC ($100) + LLUCH ($100) = $400